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Summary

Weave is a tool for writing scientific reports using Julia (Bezanson et al. 2017). It allows writing of text, mathematics and code in a single document which can be run capturing results into a rich report. Output can include text using several markup languages, plots generated using one of the several Julia plotting libraries and other objects displayed using Julia’s multimedia output. The workflow is very similar to using Knitr (Xie 2015) R-package.

Weave supports noweb, markdown, script syntax for delimiting code from text in the source document and several output formats including Markdown and Latex. The output from code can be controlled using chunk options making it possible e.g. to hide code and only show output when needed as well as set a figure caption and figure size. The library also has methods for converting documents from all input formats to Jupyter notebooks and vice versa.

The package aims to support writing scientific papers and enable easy sharing of analysis in order to promote reproducible research. It also aims to enable simple writing of educational material, tutorials and blog posts.
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